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Throughout this paper D will be a bounded domain in C” and k, will 
be its Kobayashi distance. 
In [ 1 ] Abate introduced the following notion of horospheres in D. For 
q,~ D, XE~D, and R>O the small horosphere Ezo(.~, R) and the big 
horosphere F,,(x, R) of center x, pole z0 and radius R are defined by 
E;,(x, R) = {ZE D: lim sup [ko(z, w) - k,(z,, w)] < i log R}, 
II‘ - 5 
F,,(x, R) = {z E D: lim inf [k,(z, w) - k,(z,, w)] < flog R}. 
H“T 
Similarly as the ellipsoids in the open unit ball B c C”: 
E,(x, R)= ZEB: 




for every x E dB, R > 0, and r = R/(R + 1 ), horospheres are useful tools in 
investigations of holomorphic mappings [l, 10, 11, 16, 23, 251. 
THEOREM A [l]. Let D c @” be a convex domain and f: D + D be a 
holomorphir map without fixed points. Then there exists x E aD such that for 
everyz,ED, R>O, andiEN 
fi(E;& R)) = F;,(.v, R). 
Since for strongly pseudoconvex C2 domains D we have 
F,,(x, R) n 8D = (x} 
it gives [ 1 ] 
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THEOREM B [l]. Let D c UZ” be a strong!v convex C2 domain and 
f : D + D be a holomorphic mapping without fixed points. Then the sequence 
qf iterates off converges to a unique point x, of the boundary aD. 
Our aim is to emphasize a metric character of behavior of iterates f’ in 
(D, k,) and an application of this fact to criterions of existence of fixed 
points and common fixed points. 
ITERATES OF k,-NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS 
A mapping f: D + D is k,-nonexpansive if for every z,, -1? ED we have 
k,(,f(=, ), f-(=2)) d k,(z-, , -2). 
It is known [9, 1 l] that every holomorphic mapping f: D + D is 
k,-nonexpansive. 
We shall use the following notations: 
(i) Z(D) (,+“(D)) is the set of holomorphic (nonexpansive) 
mappings of D into D. 
(ii) For f E 3%(D) (f E .,V(D)) r(f) denotes the closure in C(D, @“) 
of the iterates off in the topology of the uniform convergence on compact 
subsets of D. 
(iii) For f E.%(D) (fe<Y”(D)) r’(f) denotes the set of all 
subsequential limits of {f’) in the topology in C(D, C) of the uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of D. 
If St X(D) (f~ .,4*(D)), then f(f) is a compact set in the compact-open 
topology in -X(D, @“) ( in C(D, @“)). Next if r(f) c X(D) (r(f) c 
-4*(D)), then it forms a compact topologica1 semigroup. Let us notice that 
this compact topological semigroup r(f) contains exactly one idempotent 
R-, [14, 301. Rf is then a holomorphic (k,-nonexpansive) retraction of D. 
In [2, 8, 11-13, 22, 25, 291 it is shown what such a holomorphic retraction 
looks like. 
First we begin with the following results concerning r(f) and r’(f). 
THEOREM 1. Let f: D + D be a holomorphic (k,-nonexpansive) self- 
mapping of a convex bounded domain in 6”. The following statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) f has a fixed point. 
(ii) Qf)cfl(D) (Q,f)c-l’(D)l. 
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(iii) f(f) contains a holomorphic (k,-nonexpansive) retraction 
R, E H(D) (R, E LA/‘(D)). 
(iv) r’(f) contains gEX(D) (gE.b”(D)). 
(v) There exist xc, E D and .( i,,, )- such that the sequence (,f ‘nr(x,)) lies 
strict!,) inside D. 
Proof: (i) * (ii). If .f has a fixed point then by nonexpansiveness off 
for every .Y E D the sequence {J’(X)) is k,-bounded and it gives 
r(f) = e*(D) (r(f) = -J’(D)). 
(ii) + (iii). If r(f) c X(D) (r(f’) c .4’(D)) then r(f) is a compact 
abelian semigroup and therefore r(f) contains an idempotent which is a 
holomorphic (k,-nonexpansive) retraction. 
(iii) = (iv). Obvious. 
(iv) + (v). Obvious. 
(v) = (i). If for .x0 there exists (im) such that (f’-(~~)} lies strictly 
inside D then this sequence {fiffl(~,))- is bounded in (D, k,). f  is 
k,-nonexpansive and balls in (D, k,) are compact and convex in a usual 
sense in @‘. By the theorem of Calka [S] these facts guarantee the 
boundedness of {,f’(~,)j in (D, k,). It allows us to apply the method of 
an asymptotic center [7, 111. For every x E D the number 
r(x) = lim sup k,(f’(~,), X) 
is called an asymptotic radius of {f’(xo)l at x and the number 
r = inf r(x) 
Y E 0 
is an asymptotic radius of {.f’(~~)) in D. Finally, the set 
A= (.uED:r(.x)=r) 
is an asymptotic center of (fi(.~,)) in D. It is obvious that A is a 
nonempty compact and convex subset of D and f(A) c A. After applying 
either the Brouwer theorem or convexity of A and the Earle-Hamilton 
theorem [6, 9, 111 we get an existence of a fixed point off in A c D. 
Remark. Implications (ii) * (iii) 3 (iv) =s. (v) + (ii) and (i) =S (ii) are 
still true if D c @” is a strongly pseudoconvex C’ domain. 
COROLLARY. Let D c C)” be a convex domain and f: D + D a 
kn-nonexpansive mapping lt’ithout fixed points. Then for every sequence of 
iterates {f’(z)) and for an arbitrary u’ E D we have 
lim k,(w, f ‘(2)) = +rx. 
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Simple analysis of the proof of Theorem A [ 1 ] gives that this theorem 
can also be proved under the assumption of k,-nonexpansiveness of ,f: 
Hence by Theorem A and the corollary we obtain the following analogue 
of Theorem B: 
THEOREM 2. Let D G c” be a strongl~~ convex C’ domain and J’: D + D 
he u k, -nonexpansive mupping without ,fi\-ed points. Then the sequence ?/ 
iterates qf ,f converges to CI unique poitrt .xi of’ tilt> boundaty ?D. 
k,,-NONEXPANSIVE RETRACTIONS 
Let D be a bounded convex domain. Directly from the definition of k, 
we get that for z,, zl, R’,, H’, E D, 0 < t d 1, and r > 0, inequalities 
k,(r,, z2) 6 r and k,( \l’, , 11~~) 6 r imply 
Therefore if ,f; g: D + D are k,-nonexpansive, then their convex combi- 
nation (1 - t)f+ tg is still k,J-nonexpansive. Next for every ZE D and 
0 < t < 1 the mapping g,,, = (1 - t): + t( .): D + D is a k.-contraction 
[6, 9, 111. Hence for every k,-nonexpansive mapping ,f : D --) D the 
mapping ,f,,, = g,,=of’ = (1 - t): + tf: D + D is a k.-contraction and has 
exactly one fixed point which we denote by h(t, z). As a limit of the 
sequence {f,:=(O)), h(t, .): D + D is k,-nonexpansive (holomorphic if f is 
holomorphic). It is worth noticing that for f with a fixed point and ZE D 
we have sup,, <, <, k,](h(t, z), z)< +cc. Now we may prove 
THEOREM 3. Jf DEU? is a convex domain and f: D + D is a 
ko-nonexpansive (holomorphic) mapping with a nonempty fixed point set 
Fix( f ), then Fix(f) is a k,-tlonexpansive (hokomorphic) retract sf D. 
Proof. Because of separability of (D, k,) and the k,-nonexpansiveness 
of every h(t, .) there exists a sequence it,,,) with lim, t, = 1 such 
that h(t,, 5) +,,! r(z) E D for every ; E D. It is obvious that r is a 
k,-nonexpansive retraction (a holomorphic retraction if f is holomorphic) 
of D on Fix(f). 
Remark. In the case of holomorphy off Theorem 3 was proved in [29], 
but ViguC used absolutely different methods in his proof. See also [ 18-211. 
Let f: D --f D be a k,-nonexpansive mapping without fixed points. Then 
it is also possible to describe effectively a behavior of the functions h(t, -) 
when t+ 1. 
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THEOREM 4. Let D c C” be a strongly convex C2 domain and f : D + D 
be a holomorphic mapping without fixed points. If t + 1, then the functions 
h(t, .) tend uniformly to xf . 
Proof: It is obvious that for every convergent sequence { h(t,, z,,,) ), 
(t,+ 1, zm ED for HI = 1, 2, . ..) its limit X lies in 3D and for z, Z, E D and 
iE N we have 
-k,tG, h(t,, z,J)l 
d lim inf [kD(z, h(t,. zm)) -k,(z”,, h(t,, zm))] 
m- +ix 
d lim sup [kD(z, w) - k,(Zo. w)]. 
M’ + s 
The above inequality implies 
f’(E&f, R)) c F,,(X, R) 
for i = 1,2, . . . and therefore X = X, . 
Let us return to retractions. 
THEOREM 5. Let D c @” be a convex domain. Every k,-nonexpansive 
retract of D is metrically convex. 
Proof: We must prove that if D, c D is a k,-nonexpansive retract of D, 
x, y E D, and x # y, then there exists z E D,, distinct from x and y, such 
that k,(x, y) = k,(x, 2) + k,(z, y) [15, 241. Let r: D + D, be a 
k,-nonexpansive retraction and I: [0, k,(x, y)] -+ D be an isometry such 
that I(0) = x and I(kD(x, y)) = y. Since r(l(0)) = x and r(l(k,(x, y))) = y 
and rol is continuous there exists SE (0, k,(x, y)) such that r(l(s)) is 
distinct from x and y. Let z be one such r(l(s)). Then z E D, is distinct from 
x and y and 
k,(x, Y) <k,tx, =I + k,tz, y) = k,trt-~), r(lts))) + k,trtlts)), r(y)) 
d k,(x, Its)) + k,tlts), Y) = k,(x, Y). 
In the next section we will need the following theorem about retractions. 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose D, is a nonempty k,-nonexpansive (holomorphic) 
retract of a convex domain D c 62” and f: D + D is a k,-nonexpansive 
(holomorphic) mapping which leaves D, invariant. If Fix(f) # $3, then 
Fix(f) n D, is a nonempty ko-nonexpansive (holomorphic) retract of D. 
Proof: Let r be a k,-nonexpansive (holomorphic) retraction of D 
onto D, Taking g = f 0 r we get that g is k,-nonexpansive and for every 
SED,, g’(s) = f’(.u). By Theorem 1, g has a fixed point. Fix(g) is a 
k,-nonexpansive (hoiomorphic) retract of D and Fix(g) = Fix(f) A D,. 
COMMON FIXED POINTS OF COMMUTING MAPPINGS 
In [26] (see also [3, 41) Shields proved that if d is a family of 
commuting functions which are continuous on the closed disk 2 of the 
complex plane C and are holomorphic on the open disk d and map the 
closed disk into itself, then there exists a common fixed point for all these 
functions. This result was extended in [8, 13, 17, 18, 21, 27, 28-J. In [I] 
Abate generalized Shields’ theorem to smooth strongly convex domains in 
@“. We will show that this fact is true in the more general case. Let us 
begin with 
THEOREM 7. Let D c @” be a convex domain. If {f,: 1 6 j<m} is a finite 
family of commuting k,-nonexpansive (holomorphic) mappings S, : D + D 
with Fix(f;) # @ (j = 1, . . . . m), then n,m= 1 Fix(f,) is a nonempty 
k, -nonexpansive (holomorphic) retract of D. 
Proof: It is a simple application of Theorem 6 and the mathematical 
induction on m. 
Theorem 7 allows us to improve Abate’s result. 
THEOREM 8. Let D c Cc” be a strong+ convex C2 domain. If d is a 
commutative family of continuous mappings from D to d and these mappings 
tran?form D into D and are k,nonexpansive in D, then n, c .d Fix(f) # 0. 
Proof: If every f E d has a fixed point in D, then by Theorem 7 the 
family of compact sets {Fix(f):fE&} h as a finite intersection property, 
which implies nfE.& Fix(f) # 0. 
Let us assume fO E & has no fixed point in D. Then for every x ED we 
have lim, f:(x) = xii, E Fix(f,). This “la is a common fixed point for the 
family d: 
.I’(.u,,)=limf(fZ(.u,))=li~f6(f(xo))=.Ylo 
for x0 E D and f E at’. 
607 X1:1-7 
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When D c C” is additionally a balanced set we may obtain a much 
stronger result. 
THEOREM 9. Let D c a=” be a balanced strongly convex C’ domain. If d 
is a commutative family of continuous mappings from 4 to ii which are 
holomorphic in D, then fifG,J Fix(f) # $3. 
Proof. By Theorem 8 it is sufficient to consider the case when there 
exists f E d such that f(d) c aD. But then f is a constant function: f = a. 
This point a is a common fixed point for d. 
THEOREM 10. Let D, c Cc”‘, . . . . D, c cnk be balanced strongly convex C2 
domains. If d is a commutative family of continuous mappings from 
D,x ... x D, to D, x . x B, which are holomorphic in D 1 x . . x Dk, then 
n,-, .d Fix(f) f @. 
Proof It is sufficient to prove this theorem for a finite family 
ifi, . ..? fm>. 
Case 1. Every f, (j = 1, . . . . m) has a fixed point in D, x . x D,. In this 
case we apply Theorem 7. 
In the next two cases we proceed by induction with respect to k. For 
k = 1 see Theorem 9. 
Case 2. fllD, x xDk E X(D, x ... x Dk) and r(fllD, x xDk) St 
H(D, x . x DJ. Then there exists gE r(fl ID, x XDk) such that 
g, f,, . . . . ,f, commute and g(D, x .. x Dk) c a(D, x ... x Dk). Without 
loss of generality we may assume 
g(D, x ... xD,)c{a,}x ... xja,)xD,+,x . ..xD., 
where a, E aD,, . . . . ap E dD,. It is clear that 
&((a, > x ... x (a,> x D,,, x ... x Dk) 
c {aI)x ... x {a,] xD,+, x ... XD, 
(j= 1, . . . . rn) and by the induction hypothesis f,, . . . . f, have a common 
fixed point in {aI) x ... x {a,} xD,+,x ... xD,. 
Case 3. fiIDlx ,,,4X(Dl x ... x Dk). By the induction hypothesis 
f, , . . . . f, have a common fixed point (see Case 2). 
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